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Spring Into 2007 Fast Fish Action!

Reel Attitude was launched in the water at the beginning of
this month and is ready to chart its course straight to the fish! For some solid guaranteed fish action, we've
added all NEW Penn VSW 50 reels and custom offshore Calstar Rods for the
upcoming school tuna and offshore canyon runs.
For better fight harmony, stand up jackets and rod plates made by
Alutecnos are all onboard Reel Attitude.

In my ongoing discussions with celebrity Captain Black Bart Miller, we
now have a unique set of offshore canyon lures that will add to our catches of
marlin, wahoo and tuna. I might add this
mighty Captain is one of the top ten captains in offshore fishing in the world. It's a pleasure to be dealing with Captain
Bart and his store in Florida.

On the school tuna front, there are new squid rigs that
carry a glow in their heads and create quite a bubble effect along the hook
bait. Believe me, this will provide far
more realistic action. This coupled with
our Play Action and Carlson birds should be very effective once the school blue
fin tuna make its journey down this summer.
This will create a disturbance in the water for some great TUNA
attraction.

Water temps are moving up with the net fishermen just
starting to catch squid and mackerel. As
your Captain, there's no prettier sight than the bass that follows right
behind. Great news, we'll see them
earlier this year than we did last year.
Schoolies are just starting to be taken along the river entrances here
on the cape. Bass migration is
happening.....how sweet it is!

The phones have started to ring and from your calls,
everyone is ready! Many of you have
already booked striped bass and blues, the shark tournament and the offshore
billfish tournaments. The 2007 season is shaping up to be one of the best ever
and we are ready to do some serious
"Fishing"! If you want to get in
http://www.SportFishTheCape.com
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on the 2007 action, give me a call and book early.

I might add, my ‘Reel' first mate, opened up a real estate
office at Allen Harbor Marine, called Cape Lifestyles Realty. Many of you knew that Karla, my wife, is in
the real estate business and have asked from time to time if she could help you
find that special spot on Cape Cod.
Since this is a unique ‘Way of Life', we're all about combining where
you live, the house of your dreams with the things you love to do. In my book,
it's all about ‘Going Fishing'.
Welcome Aboard Sportfish the Cape Charters,
her vessel "Reel Attitude" and Cape Lifestyles Realty at Allen Harbor Marine !

Tightlines,

Captain Eddie

http://www.SportFishTheCape.com
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